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‘Sufiga o le tuaoi: negotiating boundaries – from Beethoven 
to Tupac, the Pope to the Dalai Lama’ 

 
(Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Ta’isi Efi, Head of State of Samoa and Chancellor of NUS, Keynote 

Address, Samoa Conference II, National University of Samoa, Le Papaigalagala Campus, Vaivase, 
Samoa, 5 July 2011) 

 
 

I have called my address for today, ‘Sufiga o le tuaoi: Negotiating boundaries – from 

Beethoven to Tupac, the Pope to the Dalai Lama’.  Many of you must be thinking, 

“what does Tupua know about Tupac?” “Or even about Beethoven, the Pope or the 

Dalai Lama”?  I would have to answer: “not much”.  And, you may even ask: ‘What 

have these people got to do with Samoa?”  To which I would have to answer, “A lot”.   

 

As an avid reader I find increasing joy in learning new things about a range of topics 

and people.  Like many it is in my reading that I come to learn a little about different 

icons.  In my relationships with people of different tastes and religions I have come to 

realise that as human beings we share a lot more in common than we might initially 

think. 

 

Being raised Catholic and educated in Catholic schools I have been exposed to the 

writings of the Holy Father for many years.  I have also had the privilege of meeting 

Pope Paul VI when he came to Samoa in 1972 and Pope John Paul II in 2005 when I 

was in Rome.  Both were occasions of great learning enhanced by what prior literary 

knowledge I could gain.  I have not met Tupac, Beethoven or the Dalai Lama.  But 

from what I have read each has in their own way impacted profoundly on society, on 

both their followers and critics.  I make reference to these four icons because they 

represent different genres and belief systems and as a group reflect both our diversity 

as humans and our sameness.  They offer a sense of the boundaries or tuaoi1 which 

mark that which both distinguishes and connects us.  I will come back to this point 

about tuaoi. 

 

                                                
1  For those interested in reading more on the meanings of tuaoi, I explore these in some depth in 
my Jurisprudence lecture (Tui Atua, 2009) and Professor James Ritchie Memorial address (Tui Atua, 
2011). 
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When preparing for this address I did my usual and tried to pick the brains of my 

friends.  At breakfast a few weeks ago I raised how much Filia and I enjoyed the 

traditional music and dance of Tonga, which was performed for us and other guests in 

Tonga at the Tongan Queen Mother’s birthday in May.  Their Tongan traditional 

music and dance seemed so alive and well.   

 

When I raised this at breakfast it prompted a lively discussion on different musical 

genres, including the difference between Rap and Beethoven.  Someone said rather 

provocatively that the music of Beethoven will endure and Rap will not.  I do not 

know much about Rap, but the retort, “Well you know that Beethoven was the rap 

artist of his time”, got me thinking.   What is it that marks seemingly impenetrable 

boundaries between different cultural tastes, practices and beliefs?  And, what makes 

it difficult to negotiate these boundaries? 

 

In researching about Rap I was given a poem by Tupac Shakur, the famous Afro-

American gangster rapper, whose life ended tragically in a drive-by shooting at age 

25.  Although the rhythms and melodies of Rap takes a little getting used to,  I was 

struck by the lyrics of Tupac’s Rap song And Tomorrow, which reminded me of 

James Baxter’s poem High Country Weather.   

 

In High Country Weather James makes a blunt point about our aloneness and in his 

bluntness he suggests that such aloneness is not cause for anger but rather for 

surrender and a surrendering to a higher power or force which makes us shine.  I wish 

to recite his poem, which is very short.  James writes: 

 
Alone we are born, 

And die alone. 

Yet see the red-gold cirrus,  

Over snow-mountain shine. 

 

Upon the upland, 

Ride easy stranger. 

Surrender to the sky, 

Your heart of anger. 
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For Tupac his high country is the concrete highways of his birth where anger, 

violence and hopelessness rage.  The weather is always stormy.  But like James, 

Tupac holds out for a better, more calmer, tomorrow.  If you will indulge me I would 

like to read the words of Tupac’s song.  He raps: 
 

Today is filled with anger, fuelled with hidden hate, 

scared of being outcast, afraid of common fate. 

Today is built on tragedies, which no one wants to face, 

nightmares to humanity and morally disgraced. 

Tonight is filled with rage, violence in the air, 

children bred with ruthlessness, ‘cause no one at home cares. 

Tonight I lay my head down but the pressure never stops, 

knowing that my sanity’s content, when I’m dropped. 

But tomorrow I see change, a chance to build a new, 

build on spirit intent of heart and ideas based on truth. 

Tomorrow I wake with second wind and strong because of pride. 

I know I fought with all my heart, to keep the dream alive. 

 

Both artists lived very different lives, in different times and cultures.  But in these two 

poems they seem to come together to say the same thing: human suffering and the 

majesty of nature are vehicles to appreciating the truth of our humanity.  Their words 

suggest that our destinies lie not with us but with a higher force into whose wisdom 

and beauty we can surrender our ‘hearts of anger’ in return for what will shine 

notwithstanding.  The boundaries between anger, forgiveness, loneliness and hope 

implicit in the work of these two artists are drawn by the same brush as that which 

determines their talents and greatness. 

 

Exploring the boundaries or tuaoi of yesterday, today and tomorrow is the focus of 

this conference.  For the younger generation nothing seems to capture this more than 

the boundaries of music.  But these boundaries exist also in religion, philosophy, law, 

environmental science, entrepreneurial studies, art, custom, mathematics, and so on.   

All of which will be explored in this conference.   
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The theme for this 2nd Samoa Conference, hosted by our National University of 

Samoa, is ‘Tracing the footprints of tomorrow’.  This phrase catches the point that the 

conversation between yesterday, today and tomorrow is a continuous one.  In the 

exercise of tracing the footprints of tomorrow we recognise the value of history.  We 

acknowledge that while these footprints belong to beings born unique to this world, 

they do share a common environment, history and genealogy.  In determining our 

differences and similarities, our rights and responsibilities, to ourselves, to each other 

to our environments, and to God, we mark boundaries or tuaoi and develop cultures or 

traditions that help us to define the context for these boundaries.  It is in 

understanding the contexts that we are able to negotiate the rules.   

 

In the Samoan context this negotiation process is called ‘sufiga o le tuaoi’, literally 

the negotiation of boundaries; a complex concept largely because it is so wide in its 

reach.  It is, however, critical to the Samoan way of thinking about how we should 

trace the footprints of tomorrow.  It offers Samoa a methodology, philosophy and 

theology for thinking and actioning our relationships with our past, our present and 

future.    

 

I wish to draw on the ava ceremony and the fagogo to illustrate my points about 

sufiga o le tuaoi.  Before exploring the ava ceremony let me first explain the concept 

sufiga.  

 

Sufiga  

 

The word sufiga is a noun used to describe a quality of negotiation whereby one 

negotiates in a way that establishes a congenial environment for calm and constructive 

dialogue.  The verb sufi generally translates to mean ‘to coax, placate, canvass or 

persuade’ and to do this in a soothing and humble manner.  In other words, sufiga or 

sufi advocates a prayerful approach to negotiation.  To say sufiga o le tuaoi is thus to 

raise a particular way, namely a prayerful way, for negotiating boundaries.  The 

boundaries or tuaoi assumed when using the term sufiga are those between people, as 

found in the phrase ‘sufiga o finagalo’ (negotiating an accommodation of opinions), 

which refers specifically to the finagalo or opinions of people.  However, the term is 

also adopted in the ava ceremony, which involves a conversation between man and 
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plant.  To understand why the ava ceremony is the exception, it is instructive to tell 

the story of the ava (also known as the piper methysticum plant or kava).  I draw on 

the version told to me by Kasiano Leaupepe from Fasitoo Uta. 

 

Tala o le ava / Story of the ava 

 

There were once two sisters, Ualā and Malomamae.  They were responsible for the 

care of their grandfather, Tuisuga of Fagalii.  One day Tuisuga craved tuitui (sea 

urchins) and so sent the girls to the sea to collect some for him.  Along the way the 

girls got bored and decided to do something else.  When their grandfather found them 

idling and the basket not yet full, he got angry.  He scolded and banished them.  The 

girls left their grandfather and walked towards Mulifanua.   

 

They came across a boat sent by the Tui Fiti (the King of Fiji).  The Tui Fiti’s 

daughter had taken ill and he had sent emissaries to Samoa to find her a fofo 

(traditional healer).  The two girls, who held the gifts of fofo, decided to help the Tui 

Fiti’s daughter and boarded the boat.  The route back to Fiji from Samoa was not easy 

and the girls thought that they might die before they could have a chance of healing 

the Tui Fiti’s daughter.  But the skill of the two navigators was such that their boat 

was able to reach Fiji safely.  When they arrived the Tui Fiti was waiting anxiously.  

He asked the captain whether they had found a fofo.  The captain pointed to the two 

girls who were coming towards them with their basket of traditional remedies, 

including vai sami pala, a fermented coconut concoction.  When the two sisters 

reached the Tui Fiti’s daughter, one began to massage the daughter’s stomach area, 

the other helped her to imbibe some of the vai sami pala.   

 

In what seemed only a few moments the Tui Fiti witnessed with joy the sudden 

recovery of his daughter, who was now moving around easily and looking very well.  

Seeing that their work was done the two girls said to the Tui Fiti that they were now 

ready to return to Samoa.  The Tui Fiti indebted to the two sisters asked them to stay a 

while.  During their stay both of them became his wives.  With Ualā he had three 

children and with Malomamae he had one.  Ualā’s children, in order of birth, were 

Suasamiaava (male), Aanoatamalii (male) and Muliovailele (female).  Malomamae’s 

child was Saolateteleupegaofiti (male).  When orators who subscribe to this version 
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recite the genealogy of the ava in the ava ceremony, they will recite one or more of 

these names.  In particular, they would make mention of Aanoatamalii, for it is 

believed that the ava plant grew from and is his flesh.  In contemporary Samoan 

oratory, orators use this name as an honorific for the ava root.  If you examine the 

name Aanoatamalii closely you will find that it literally means “flesh of a chief”: 

aano meaning ‘flesh’, a meaning ‘of’ and tamalii meaning ‘chief’. 

 

The story ends with the last testament of Aanoatamalii.  His dying wish was that he be 

buried in the area of his home where he spent most of his life serving, i.e. the 

valusaga. This is the place where his tautua or service, that of gasese i.e. service 

associated with preparing food, was conducted.  The valusaga was also the place 

where Samoan families would make their compost.  It was where the leaves described 

as tauvela (i.e. leaves used to cover the umu or earth oven, usually from banana trees, 

taamu plants and large vines) are put, together with taro and other root crop scrapings 

known in Samoan as valuga o talo ma isi mea mata, were accumulated and 

organically broken down.  This was our traditional compost mix.  We would use this 

to help fertilise our soil.  This was where Aanoatamalii wanted to be buried. 

 

Aanoatamalii instructed his family that if a plant were to grow where he was buried, 

they were to look after it because the plant was he.  Once he was strong enough they 

were to take him, i.e. the plant, to Samoa.  His family promised to do so.  After some 

time his sister Muliovailele saw a plant with some shoots or tolo growing where they 

had buried Aanoatamalii.  She declared, “Ua toe ola mai Aanoatamalii (Aanoatamalii 

has come back to life)!”  As promised to her brother she then dug him up and took 

him to Samoa, the original land or roots of their mother Ualā.  They settled in Vailele, 

next to Fagalii.  The malae o le Niniva, literally the Niniva village green, in Vailele 

was so named because when rats came across the ava plant and ate its roots, they 

became niniva or unwell by intoxication.  According to Vailele and Fagalii history, 

the name records the place where the ava first grew.  

 

One of the moral underpinnings of this ava story for Samoans is that one’s tautua or 

self-less service accrues blessings from God.  The people of Samoa, especially the 

descendants of Ualā and Aanoatamalii, receive blessings for the tautua of Ualā and 
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Aanoatamalii to the Tui Fiti.  The ava plant, as the reincarnation of Aanoatamalii, 

continues his tautua to Samoa.  Through the ava plant Samoa and Fiji are bonded. 

 

Another moral underpinning is that humility is a prized chiefly quality.  Aanoatamalii 

as the son of the Tui Fiti had rights to the grandest burial site Fiji could offer.  Instead 

he wanted to be buried at the humble site of his service, the valusaga.  Moreover, the 

muscle relaxant properties of the ava plant has a calming effect on those who 

consume the ava drink.  It makes them less disposed to confrontation and violence and 

better able to sufi finagalo, i.e. to negotiate in a humble way for an accommodation of 

opposing opinions.  This was and is the legacy of Aanoatamalii and the ava plant.  

Traditionally when chiefs and orators got together to decide contentious issues an ava 

ceremony would open the meeting.  When they engaged in the ava ceremony and 

drank of the ava, this legacy was revived.  

 

In the Samoan ava ceremony there is usually a host and guest party.  The host party 

provides the ava roots for gifting and grounding, and as well the aumaga or untitled 

men’s guild, who perform the rituals of the ava ceremony.  Once both parties are 

seated the spokesman for the host party officially welcomes the guest party and makes 

reference to their honorifics and the historical and mythological relationships between 

them.  After the brief welcome protocol is finished, a spokesman for the host party 

invites one of the aumaga to collect the ava roots.  A member of the aumaga stands 

up, picks up a mat and proceeds to gather the roots.  He brings them to the guest party 

and one of the guest party will identify himself as the spokeman by slapping the mat 

he is sitting on and calling out ‘ava’.  Then the spokesman for the guest party will sufi 

the ava, which is to talk soothingly about its origin, genealogy, mythology and 

history.  Then he will proceed to folafola the ava, which is to announce the ava and 

commend its high quality.  After this he proceeds to identify the ava, naming only 

those of highest quality.  The names used are honorifics reserved for the ava of 

tamalii or high chiefs such as ava latasi or ava lupesina, or for the ava of the main 

orators or tulafale such as ava tugase.  Ava lupesina refers to the mythology of the 

pigeon with nine heads, lupeuluiva, which was gifted to Sinalagilagi as a wedding 
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gift2.  Ava latasi, refers to the mythology of the one and only Sun of the universe, a 

progenitor of Samoa and the giver of light, energy and growth.   

  

After naming the ava, the guest spokesman will then proceed to offer ava to the 

aumaga, which traditionally is ritual courtesy because the aumaga is expected to 

politely decline and respond, ‘faaauau le faasoa o lea ua iai Aanoatamalii aua le sua 

alofi o le tatou aso’, meaning ‘proceed with the distribution for we already have ava 

for the tanoa (i.e. ava bowl)’.  Then the guest spokesman distributes the named ava 

roots to the principal chiefs and orators or people at the ceremony.  At the end of this 

distribution he will say, ‘what is left we will keep in reserve in case there is need for 

more ava’.  All this is part of the sufi and folafola ava. 

 

After the sufiga and the folafola ava the spokesman for the host party then gives the 

official speech of welcome.  And he is responded to by the spokesman for the guest 

party.  Generally both spokesmen will end by saying, “tatou alo ava, ua mai vai ae 

suamalie ava i le alofa o le Atua”, literally meaning “let us proceed with the ava 

ritual, the water is bitter yet the ava is sweet because of God’s love”.  Again the 

connection or tuaoi between God and plant is emphasised.  Now the ava ritual proper 

begins.  If it is a formal occasion the faasoa ava, i.e. the master of ceremony will 

perform one or more of the ava chants or solo o le ava.  The significant moment of the 

ava ritual is when the faasoa ava starts clapping – followed by others in the gathering 

– and calls: “usi le faasoasoa ae tula’i se soli tamalii ma tulafale” (literally, I wish to 

announce that the formal distribution of the ava drink is about to commence and I 

now call on somebody to come forward in breach of the protocols of this sacred 

gathering and stand in front of the chiefs and orators to distribute the ava).  Then the 

tautu, i.e. he who delivers the ava cup to the drinkers, performs his function according 

to the ava cup name called by the faasoa ava.  You can tell the ava cup of a chief or 

orator by the intonation used by the faasoa ava and by the way the tautu delivers the 

cup.  The ava cup to a chief or tamalii is delivered using, as they say in tennis, a 

forehand movement; the ava cup to an orator or tulafale is delivered using a backhand 

movement.   

 

                                                
2  See Kramer, 1994, v1, p. 78; p. 401. 
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Before man drinks the ava he pays deference to God by first pouring the ava liquid 

from his ava cup onto the ground and saying something to the effect of, ‘Ava lea le 

Atua, ia faamanuia taualumaga o le tatou aso’, meaning ‘God this is your ava, bless 

the ritual and our deliberations’.  This act symbolises God as priority and 

acknowledges the connection and boundaries or tuaoi between man, plant and earth.  

The first and the last cup are of equal status.  Where the last cup is not given to 

anyone ritually the alternative is to call out and say that what is left over of the ava 

will be distributed amongst those serving at the back – o le a faasoa atu i tua nei ona 

toe.  The ceremony is then closed.   

 

This distinction in calling tone and style of delivery to tulafale and tamalii makes the 

point about the boundaries or tuaoi between them and about the differences in and 

complementary aspects of their roles.  The role of the tamalii is to assess the wisdom 

of the long view or the tofa mamao.  The role of the tulafale is to assess the wisdom 

of the deep view or the faautaga loloto.  This boundary is in the ava ceremony also 

captured by the way orators refer to the residence of the ava of tamalii and tulafale.  

They would say, ‘le ava sa tofa i le maota’ when referring to the ava of tamalii 

(literally the ava of tamalii who slept in dream dialogue or moe manatunatu in his 

chiefly residence) or ‘le ava sa moe i le laoa’ when referring to the ava of tulafale 

(literally the ava of tulafale who slept in dream dialogue or moe manatunatu in his 

orator residence).  Moe and tofa are deferential terms used to describe the sleep or 

dream dialogue of orators or tulafale and high chiefs or tamalii.  This marking of 

tuaoi or boundaries makes the point about difference and connection and how to sufi 

or negotiate and find balance or harmony between the two.  

 

The traditional stories of the ava and the ava ceremony offer evidence of a theology, 

value system and culture that prized recognition of boundaries or tuaoi between 

history and mythology; man’s spiritual and physical selves; man and nature; fellow 

men; and man and God.  In order that our performance of these ceremonies are more 

than empty or token gestures, we must understand and believe in the sacredness of 

each part, and how each reflects our identity and history as Samoans.  The ava 

ceremony and its mythological roots give insight not only into the meanings of sufiga 

and tuaoi but also into what Albert Wendt might have meant by his eloquent lines,  
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I carry willingly the heritage of my Dead 
my children have yet to recognise theirs. 
Someday before they leave our house 
Forever, I’ll tell them: ‘Our Dead 
are the splendid robes our souls wear’.    

 
 
Put simply, if you ask why do you use the word sufi when speaking to the ava plant? 

It is because you are in a conversation with more than just an ava root, you are in a 

conversation with a person and his genealogy.   

 

Like the ava, the fagogo has a special place in Samoan culture.  I turn now to explore 

very briefly its contribution to gaining understanding of our tuaoi or boundaries with 

the birds, our parents, children or families, and between teaching and learning.   

  

The lessons of fagogo 

 

In popular discourse fagogo are Samoan fables, myths or legends.  They are morality 

tales designed to captivate the imaginations of the young that drew on Samoan values 

and familiar places, activities and names.  They were usually told by the oldies as 

entertainment for young children before bed or as a reward for doing something.  A 

really good teller of fagogo would have children hanging on to every word and 

wanting more.  This image of children yearning to be fed or hungry for more is 

implicit in the word fagogo.   

 

The term fagogo is an amalgamation of the words fagaga and gogo.  Gogo refers to 

the noddy tern sea bird of Samoa.  Fagaga means to nurture a school of eels or brood 

of chickens, pigs or pigeons and derives from the word fafaga meaning to feed.  

Hufanga Okusi Mahina tells me that the Tongan term for legend is fananga.  In 

elaborating on this Hufanga pointed out that the Tongan fananga is also used to refer 

to a body of refined knowledge and skills passed over generations by word of mouth, 

usually in the form of a whisper.  Whisper in Tongan is fanafana.  The idea of 

whispering our legends is not present in our Samoan term for legend.  Our Samoan 

ancestors seemed to prefer the use of images and messages about feeding and 

nurturing our young offered by the gogo.  This involved combining the term gogo 

with fagaga to mark the point that these stories will nurture our young and tell them 
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of our history and mythology and in a way that is reflective of the teaching and 

learning of gogo.  So, as was common practice, to gain a crispier sounding word they 

chose to abbreviate the term fagaga to just fa to produce the easier sounding fagogo.   

 

There are two kinds of gogo in Samoa, the gogouli and gogosina, the black and white 

gogo.  In early times, the gogo was an everyday feature of Samoan life.  Their feathers 

were used as snares for fishing.  They would be used by fishermen to guide them to 

certain schools of fish.  It was well known amongst good Samoan fishermen that the 

gogo and the bonito would eat the same kind of small fish.  If the fishermen wanted 

bonito they would follow the gogo in hope of locating them.  It was also well known 

that the gogo would fly about 20 miles out to sea during the day and always return 

home at night.  If a fisherman or other seafarers got lost at sea, they would look for a 

gogo to help get them back to land.  These were some of the practical lessons the 

gogo offered our ancestors.  

 

The image of young gogo yearning for food in this way offered easy metaphor for 

describing the hunger and discipline required for the teaching and learning of the 

young – young in mind and in age.  When young gogo are fed by their parents the 

scene is of frenzied hunger.  This is because young gogo are left in the nest for some 

time while their parents go out to sea to find food.  When they return the young birds 

would be so hungry that they would cackle incessantly, sticking their beaks out in 

anticipation.   

 

The way the gogo masticated and regurgitated food for their young also reminded our 

ancestors of how they would make little dumplings out of the food they chewed to 

feed their own children.  These images of feeding made a point in the minds of the 

elders that parents play a fundamental role in the nurturing of their children; they are 

and should be their first educators.  Children need to be fed food that would sustain 

them physically, mentally and spiritually.  In watching their parents go out to fish and 

return with fish, the baby gogo learns a work ethic.  All these lessons are captured in 

the Samoan proverb, ‘ai a le tagata i le mama o lona matua’ (literally meaning, ‘the 

young feeds on the masticated dumplings of his parents’).  The growth of our young 

depends on what we feed them.   
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Part of the nurturing role of parents also includes making sure our children are 

protected from harm.  Samoans would observe how the gogo would build their nests 

on the stable parts of very high trees.  This they saw ensured that while the parent 

gogo were away fishing, predators who were unable to fly or climb so high would not 

get at their young.  The use of birds to capture the message of nurturing and protecting 

their young from harm can also be found in the name Matuamoepo.  In Asau the 

message and image of a mother pigeon protecting her young from predators and the 

elements at night is commemorated in the honorific name Matuamoepo – literally 

referring to the mother pigeon (matua) who does not sleep (moe) at night (po).  The 

orator Fao is honorifically known as the Matuamoepo of Tupua.  Matuamoepo is a 

riddle and for those unfamiliar with the regimen of pigeons it will test them.  For 

those who are familiar you will know that because the regimen of a mother pigeon at 

night is not to sleep the name makes sense.  

 

In further observing the life of the gogo elders also found inspiration in the way the 

young gogo learnt to discipline themselves, i.e. their bodies, to go for a long time 

without food, at least compared to other birds.  My elders marvelled at this.  The 

message taken here is that our wants and needs can be temporarily denied and that 

that denial can discipline you to appreciate what you need when you get it.  This 

practice of denial is central to the Samoan principle and practice of anapogi, or ritual 

fasting and prayerful meditation, and is used by fisherman and other guilds to 

discipline their minds, spirits and bodies in preparation for a fishing expedition or 

other endeavour.  The belief behind anapogi is the same as the meditation and 

contemplation rituals practiced by Buddhist and Catholic monks and nuns, whose 

lives are dedicated to searching for and teaching spiritual insight.   

 

Each of these lessons drawn from the gogo are embodied in the fagogo.  Fagogo are 

not only meant to entertain us, they are meant to teach us and we are meant to learn. 

They are meant to make enough of an impression so that we will want to come back 

for more.  They are meant to remind us that our conversations with nature are as 

fundamental to our physical, mental and spiritual sustenance as are our conversations 

with ourselves and ultimately with our God.   
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When I watch the way the gogo protects, nurtures, bonds and keeps his family 

together despite all the changes we’ve caused to his environment, I can’t help but 

wistfully ask what it is that keeps them so.  As our societies develop and we become 

attached to our modern conveniences, we seem to find it hard to make time to 

converse with nature and with ourselves, in the kind of prayerful meditation and 

contemplation that enables a negotiation or sufiga of opinions and boundaries 

whereby the tofa mamao (long view wisdom) and faautaga loloto (deep view 

wisdom) of our forebears can preside.   

 

One of the most fundamental conversations with nature that we are losing, if we 

haven’t already lost, is the ability to read the stars, the weather, the birds, the seas, the 

animals and plants.  Today we rely on broadcast news from overseas to tell us if it 

will rain tomorrow.  Today it is more likely that the television or the ipod will be 

feeding our young, than the stories or fagogo of grandparents.  While change is a 

constant in life, so too are those verities that make us proud to be Samoan and to be 

human.  When we lose the desire to constantly search for those verities, to search for 

the universal meanings in fagogo such as that about the ava, we run the risk of 

creating what Hone Tuwhare called ‘the radiant ball’, that is ‘no gallant monsoon’s 

flash’, ‘no dashing trade wind’s blast’. 

 

The implication of Hone Tuwhare’s cry of pain in his poem No Ordinary Sun, to 

which the phrases I just read belong, is that something must be done to restore our 

conversation with nature, to revisit and re-energise those traditional or indigenous 

beliefs and practices that can protect and restore health in our environment and more 

particularly in our souls.  We, as humans, pushed the button that created ‘the radiant 

ball’ and so we, as humans, have a responsibility to think about how to avoid doing it 

again.  

 

To this end I want to reflect on the negotiation of the boundaries of religion.  And I do 

so for two reasons: 1. because of its potential contribution for world peace; and 2. 

because whether or not you believe in God, the theological discourse defines the 

imperatives and parameters of world ethics and morality.  I want to refer to what is 

recorded as one of the most successful negotiations on the boundaries of religion in 

recent times.   
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In 1994 His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama was invited to participate in a 

seminar in London with Christians in honour of the Irish Benedictine monk John 

Main, founder of Christian meditation centres around the world.  The occasion was 

historic.  It was the first time that the Dalai Lama spoke publicly about the Gospels.  

The Dalai Lama’s qualities of gentleness, clarity and laughter were powerful tools in 

soothing the anxieties and doubts of the overwhelmingly Christian audience who 

came to hear what he had to say.  Laurence Freeman tells of how the Dalai Lama 

‘gently and quietly reassured his listeners that the last thing he had come to do was 

‘sow seeds of doubt’ among Christians about their own faith’.3  His role in this and 

other seminars, he said, was to help through dialogue a deepening of understanding 

and appreciation of one’s traditions and beliefs.  Through a translator, he said:   

 
‘In general I am in favor of people continuing to follow the religion of their own 
culture and inheritance.  Of course, individuals have every right to change if they find 
that a new religion is more effective or suitable for their spiritual needs.  But, 
generally speaking, it is better to experience the value of one’s own religious 
tradition’ (p.46). 

 
 
In advocating for a consolidation and deepening of one’s own belief in the religion of 

their own culture and inheritance the Dalai Lama assumes that all cultures have a 

religious inheritance worth consolidating.  This is refreshing.  It reminds me of the 

debate between the literalist and non-literalist Catholic theologians on the issue of 

interpreting the six days of creation.  The work of then Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, 

now the Holy Father, or Pope Benedict XVI, is considered by many to be noteworthy 

on this.4  Among other things, Ratzinger asks in his seminal book, In the Beginning, 

whether it is true, and if so, how do we know?  In exploring these questions Ratzinger 

made a comment that resonates with my earlier point about fagogo, i.e. the Bible and 

our fagogo or mythologies were not meant to be natural science textbooks.  Ratzinger 

says,  
‘One cannot get from it [the Bible] a scientific explanation of how the world arose; 
one can only glean religious experience from it. Anything else is an image and a way 
of describing things whose aim is to make profound realities graspable to human 
beings. One must distinguish between the form of portrayal and the content that is 
portrayed. …And only the reality that shines through these images would be what 
was intended and what was truly enduring. Thus Scripture would not wish to inform 

                                                
3  Freeman, in Dalai Lama, 1996, p.xii. 
4  Ratzinger, 1995. 
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us about how the different species of plant life gradually appeared or how the sun and 
the moon and the stars were established. Its purpose ultimately would be to say one 
thing: God created the world’.5 

The Dalai Lama and the then Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger advocate here for a dialogue 

that is 1. not afraid of probing the hard questions; and 2. does so using a methodology 

of gentleness and diligence, the methodology of sufiga.  The manner and form in 

which the Dalai Lama participated in the John Main Seminar, as a person of light and 

humility, achieved what commentators on the seminar have described as the ‘ideal of 

friendship’ (p.9).   

The John Main Seminar dialogue has given me an insight into the negotiations of the 

boundaries between Christianity and the religion of our forebears.  I am a Christian 

who believes that the conversation between God and Samoa predates not only the 

arrival of Christianity in Samoa but also the origins of Christianity.  So that a 

Christian pastor or priest praying before and after the ava ceremony begs the question 

does this negate the spirituality and prayer content of the ava ceremony.  And if it 

does, is it an issue of concern? 

 
Conclusion 
 
I want to conclude by doing a sufiga on behalf of God’s love, grace, peace and justice 

by reciting a Buddhist prayer, a Christian prayer and a prayer from the religion of my 

forebears.  In giving thanks and seeking eternal love, grace and friendship for all 

beings the Dalai Lama prays, 

 
‘Regarding all sentient beings 
As excelling even the wish-granting gem 
For accomplishing the highest aim, 
May I always hold them most dear.’ 

 
In giving thanks and seeking hope, enlightenment and love for all humanity, 

Christians since 1200 have prayed the words of ‘Come Holy Spirit’ written by the 

Archbishop of Canterbury, Stephen Langton, 
 

O lux beatissima 
Reple cordis intima 
Tuorum fidelium 
 

                                                
5  Ratzinger, 1995, p.41.  
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O blessed light of life thou art, 
Fill with Thy light the inmost heart 
Of those who hope in Thee.6 

 

And, in giving thanks and seeking knowledge, humility and equanimity with nature, 

my forebears who travelled the seas as fishermen, have prayed in Manu’a Samoan: 
 

Agiagi se to’elau laulilii lafoia ao i le tuasivi 
Tafa felofelo se nau tatala, ‘a se ata tafa vaitiiti, 
Tuu atu teine o alofi, tuu atu i saa mai i le lii; 
A e ta se tu’au manifi e feagai ma le atu o le lii, 
E taa fefiloi atu lautetele ma atu lauitiiti; 
Tautai e, e te mau mea, e te manava lipilipi, 
 ‘E te le tautala va’ili, a e tautala ma sulu lou titi; 
O mea laia e te to’a i alii; 
Atu o lalo ‘o ina’i ae talo faafana, talo maalili, 
E le tonuga ma le umuti7. O. 

 
A gentle trade wind blows, which sweeps the clouds over the mountain ridge 
The yellow light of dawn appears, open up the string plants, the dawn is breaking 
slowly 
Let the girls of the kava ritual come, to attend lest the kava spill over to the chiefs 
Craft a handle that is thin but hardy, that will catch the bonito for the chief 
Big and the small bonito travel together 
Fisherman, when you have a big catch you breathe heavily 
You do not talk of fault or distribution, you talk only of putting on your titi [skirt] 
The catch of fish will be presented to the chiefs whose prerogative it is to distribute 
The bonito of the deep we eat with warm or cold taro 
However, they are not suited for the meals of Kings. O.8 

 

These prayers are gentle pleas made in reverence of the beauty and mysteries of life’s 

continuity and in the ideals of friendship and family.  Like the purpose of fagogo and 

the rituals of anapogi and the ava, each in their own ways are meant to raise our 

hearts, minds and souls to a level where we can negotiate, today and tomorrow, 

through intelligent and loving conversation, our boundaries with nature, our ancestors, 

our God/s and ourselves. 

 

God bless.  Soifua. 
                                                
6  In Hans Kung, 2007. p. 159. 
7  Kramer (1994, p.610-611) records this word as umiti.  This seems to be a typographical error.  
The term umuti seems the more accurate term as it describes the presentation of sugar or molasses 
made from wild ti leaves presented by ritual ceremony as taulaga or offering to those of high rank in 
Samoa.  This was in earlier times one of the most difficult things to make and required a lot of work.  
The ti leaves would be baked in an open pit oven or umu.  This ava prayer or solo ava is from Manu’a.  
The practice of presenting umuti is common traditional presentation to the highest chiefs in Manu’a, 
Savaii and Upolu. 
8  Kramer’s English translation (p.611) has been edited here by me in certain places.  
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